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A. Losses
Object Network: Our object network consists of losses

applied at different layers within it, as shown in Fig. 1 of
the main paper. The initial node embeddings {v0

i |i ∈ V} of
input graph G are supervised for object yaw θ, dimensions
δ = (l, w) and label c. After message-passing across this
graph, the updated node embeddings {v′

i|i ∈ V} are used
for the object’s centroid pv = (x, z), while the updated edge
embeddings {e′ij |(i, i) ∈ E} are trained to predict the mid-
point of the graph’s edges, that is, the midpoint between
node i and j: pe = (x, z).

The object’s yaw θ is a single scalar. However, as men-
tioned in the main paper, it is difficult to regress. Instead,
we follow Mousavian et al. [2, 3, 5] and predict the ob-
ject’s observation angle β as a vector trained with a discrete-
continuous loss. First, the observation angle β is defined as
follows:

β = α+ θ, (1)

where α is the viewing angle (the polar angle of the ray).
To construct the multi-scalar β encoding, the orientation
range [−π, π] is discretised into n overlapping bins. Within
each bin, the network estimates the confidence probability
ci of the observation angle falling within the bin and the
residual rotation to the bin center mi. The residual rota-
tion is represented by the sine and cosine of the offset to
the bin center. This results in 3 parameters for each bin i:
(ci, sin(βi −mi), cos(βi −mi)). The confidence probabil-
ities are trained with a cross-entropy loss and the residuals
with a Smooth L1 Loss:

Lβ =
1

|V|

|V|∑
k=1

n∑
i=1

CE(ĉi, ci) + ci ∗ SmoothL1(âi, ai),

(2)
where CE is the cross-entropy loss, ci is the ground truth
binary variable of the angle βi falling within the bin i, and
ai = (sin(βi − mi), cos(βi − mi)). In practice, we find

n = 2 bins sufficient.
The object’s BEV dimensions δ = (l, w) are regressed

directly with a Smooth L1 Loss:

Ldim =
1

|V|

|V|∑
k=1

SmoothL1(δ̂k, δk), (3)

where δk is the object’s length and width in meters. The
object’s label c is supervised with a focal loss [1] for classi-
fication:

Lc =
1

|V|

|V|∑
k=1

−α(1− pk)
γ log(pk), (4)

where pk is the class probability of a predicted object. We
follow the hyperparameter settings of the paper, with α =
0.25 and γ = 2.

To predict each object’s centroid pv = (x, z), we regress
its viewing angle α and depth z directly using Eq. 3. The
x-value of the centroid is recovered using both α and z. We
follow the same procedure for the midpoint of each edge
pe = (x, z).

Scene Network: To supervise our scene network, we
follow Saha et al. [4] and apply a Dice loss to each BEV
map MBEV

u generated at scale u. In total, the multi-scale
Dice loss across all scales U is defined as:

Lscene = 1− 1

C

U∑
u=1

C∑
c=1

2
∑N

i m̂c
im

c
i∑N

i m̂c
i +mc

i + ϵ
, (5)

where m̂c
i is the predicted sigmoid output of the network at

scale u, mc
i is the ground truth binary variable at scale u and

ϵ is a constant which prevents division by zero.
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